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Abstract. The current strong outsourcing trend dictates that the efficiency of outsourced
warehousing is a big contributing impact factor for the carbon footprint from supply chains. A good
warehouse management system boosts warehousing eco-friendliest by reducing space waste and
unnecessary number of material movements, to ensure continuous fast materials flow and to keep
the heating and cooling costs to a minimum. All this may happen on some lengths inside the
traditional manual warehousing scenes, but in fact, if the highest level of efficiency is
wanted/needed, the operator shall need to automate, digitalize and robotize their operations. Authors
presents an example of automation in the warehousing context, where the warehouse operator is
capable of turning around an order line as an outgoing packet, even in high peak load times under 3h
time period. This sort of efficiency means less needed storage space as items stay less time in the
warehouse and such automatization also gives the 3PLs possibility to store materials in high rising
automated systems like automated storage and retrieval systems to optimize their space usage. All
combined, the future warehouse operations can make a positive impact on efforts to reduce overall
CO₂  emissions  made  by  supply  chains.

1 Introduction
This publication is based on data analysis done for
authors’  WMS  related  systematic  literature  review  [1]
(SLR later on) work about a revealed knowledge gap in
the literature regarding 3PLs (third-party logistics) using
warehouse management system (WMS hereinafter),
which is proceeded now in the process follow up
publications. These publications do a comprehensive
deep analysis of the studied SLR materials. The step by
step article analysis is indicating that WMS and 3PL
practical operations are not so much well studied,
especially, in the technical side of WMSs supporting
automated equipment and warehouse operations in the
3PL and WMS context. These two new academic
publications are a continuation for work that has started
already in 2017 [2], and they focus on deep analysis and
SLR work on WMS and 3PLs topics.
First of all, as the efficiency of outsourced
warehousing is a big contributing impact factor for the
carbon footprint from supply chains [3, 4], it is
interesting that so little is known / written about the
value of WMS for decarbonization of warehouse
activities. At the same time, there is well known
constantly growing concern about sustainable business
and searching for more energy-efficient new ways for
operations/actions to save energy, decrease   CO₂  
emissions and minimalize industrial waste [5]. The trend
*

itself is just as important for industrialized countries as it
is for developing countries too. However, industrialized
countries should become trailblazers with all the
technology options and possibilities available for them,
and by doing so give the lead for the rest of the World.
Minimizing carbon footprint in terms of
decarbonizing warehousing activities has not gained as
much attention compared   to   reducing   CO₂   during  
manufacturing/production, transportation, and recycling.
Nevertheless, warehousing does have its own impact like
any other parts of any product generating chain
(buildings, inside warehouse logistics, resources usage
and so on) and it also consumes energy too [6]. Negative
warehouses’  environmental  impact  is  generated  by  
energy consumption and produced emissions for lighting,
heating, cooling, air conditioning and material handling
[7]. Logistic buildings account for approximately 10%
(300   CO₂   mega-tonnes) of logistic and transport sector
activity  (2,800  CO₂  mega-tonnes) which is, in turn, 5,5%
of  total  CO₂  emissions  [8].
As it is the most common for 3PLs to be the
operators to implement the practicalities for outsourcing
of warehousing operations [9, 10], they could take more
responsibility for making warehousing more sustainable.
Moreover, this can be required by a company that sings
an outsourcing contract. Conversely, there are studies
regarding barriers preventing companies to decarbonise
their warehousing operations such as a lack of
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government incentives to encourage sustainable
warehouse operations, a lack of sustainable technologies
on market, reluctant suppliers to collaborate in
sustainability, unwilling and not concerned customers
about sustainability [11].
With the help of automation and digital technologies,
implemented into and installed in daily use, the
sustainability efficiency enhancement opportunities have
become truly possible. Meanwhile, logistics service
providers do seem to be more engaged into proceeding
with incremental improvements (adopting existing
technologies improvement) rather than on jumping into
radical technologies / new innovative ideological
concepts [12] (and generating completely new
technologies) [13]. With this background, this
publication focuses on the WMS and automated
technologies [14] adopted by 3PLs to facilitate
warehousing operations and reduce environmental
effects through further optimization. In other words,
authors specially discuss practical ways, how a 3PL
could add efficiency into their operations to drive down
CO₂   emissions   with   digitalization,   automatization   and  
robotization or e.g. with solar panels on warehouse roof,
which is a way for 3PL to locally produce some of the
energy they need to run their operations, to charge their
warehouse vehicles and keep up air conditioning running
among other equipment).
With this literature and practical field study
experience data and experience-based knowledge in
hands provided in this publication, new 3PLs should
have more to lean on taking steps into more sustainable
working models directions. For more seasoned 3PLs,
this publication is designed to give opportunities to
revise their knowledge base against the presented newest
research materials. In addition, as it is mentioned earlier,
this publication aims to show how the environmental
impacts of industrialized warehouse operations can be
mitigated.

efficient realization of the warehouse   process….  
maintaining the highest social standards, minimizing the
environmental impact with regard to financial
efficiency”  [18].  Briefly,  sustainable  warehousing  should  
positively affect all 3 pillars of sustainability:
environmental, social and economic [19, 20].
Sustainable warehouse management and characteristic
belonging to sustainable warehousing are studied by
researches, but not the role of WMS and automated
systems in relation to sustainability environmental issues
[21]. On the other hand, a multitude of publications,
related to sustainable warehouse options for heating,
lighting, water and energy consumption and waste
management are easy to be found [22]. Even though the
mentioned example publication does address a subject of
sustainable warehousing, it does not deal with
sustainable friendly materials in building structure itself
or discuss any building assessment systems, neither the
paper is about social or economic aspects of
warehousing.
This publication mostly limits out the actions 3PLs
could do e.g. with their customers on the warehouse
optimization collaboration side to improve the efficiency
with customer data, as any sort of big focus area for this
study. For that sort of publications, the reader is referred
to read e.g. the following publications [23-26]. In this
publication, authors have set a goal to highlight the value
of technological solutions deployed in warehouses,
which not only increase warehousing efficiency, but also
positively influence on the environment in terms of both
for nature and people. In other words, authors present the
literature related to the topic area and provide practical
case examples based on previous practical case studies
and privileged research visits to automated warehouses
in Finland.

2 Background and research focus

The optimisation is in the heart of WMS, which gives
this software-based solution its ability to bring
sustainability in warehouses. In the following, we
present literature about already known WMS functions
which not only bring operations costs & time reduction
for warehousing operations, but also optimise
warehousing activities positively influencing our
environment   producing   less   CO₂   emissions.   WMS   is  
mentioned in the intrinsic principles to supply chain
digitalization as the one which can guarantee flow and
visibility control providing real-time transparency and
velocity [27]. If it is needed, additional technologies like
RFID tagging etc. can always be used with extremely
high valued items [28] / environmentally hazardous
products, but in principle, any good WMS should
provide good products, items, and processes trackability
already in normal implementations levels.
The crucial role of WMS is to guarantee sustainable
performance and advise to get maximum usage of
storage area, in addition, packaging waste could be
avoided by using reusable containers and increase usage
of energy-efficient handling technologies [29]. For

2.1 Sustainable warehousing with WMS and
digitalization

This paper examines the technical side of modern
warehouses in relation to WMS. As it is already
discussed earlier, we value that WMS adds to warehouse
activities decarbonisation. WMS is a specialized
software platform designed to automate and optimize the
functions of a warehouse like acceptance and placement
of materials, slotting tailoring, processing and
completing orders with an allowance for prioritization,
shipping, inventory adjustment and so on. WMS can
provide all information about processes, controlled them
and optimize, like modelling inventory demand based on
historical data predicting future optimization needs [15].
In short, WMS is the brain of efficient warehousing [16].
WMS   is   an   essential   attribute   of   “best-in-class
sustainable   warehouse”   [17].   So,   speaking   about  
decarbonising of warehouse activities we cannot not to
mention the definition of sustainable warehouse.
Decarbonizing warehouse activities belongs to
sustainable   warehouse   definition   what   means   “a   set   of  
organizational and technological solutions aimed at
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example, correctly configured and managed WMS helps
to allocate the best places for inbound materials to be
stored and to be picked later, regroup and reclassify
inventory to guarantee goods outcoming velocity [30,
31]. If this system is advanced enough, it could also
support demand and supply synchronisation for
specialised industry areas, e.g. like a module for
machinery industry supply chains [32]. These sorts of
multiple different optimization algorithms can, in turn,
results in lots of monetary savings and resource savings.
Moreover, the cross-docking function of WMS for
incoming goods helps to skip unnecessary storage
operations, just by sending these items directly to output
points for further pick up [33], to avoid unnecessarily
use of the limited warehouse resources.
For instance, WMS can generate algorithms and rules
to perform warehouse tasks such as goods allocations,
route picking lists, orders division [34]. The module of
routes policy assisting a picker is usually absented in
standard WMS but belongs to advanced customized
WMS [35] as it does the more dynamic inventory SKU
(stock keeping unit) amounts balancing models [36]
Nevertheless, even just with the help of WMS route
optimisation function, a warehouse operator having a
picking list with a number of goods in mixed locations
order on hands does not need to waste time deciding in
what sequence to assemble order relying on own
knowledge about SKUs location [4] and in case of using
a forklift a vehicle does not need to waste energy for
unnecessary additional driving. Additionally, since
WMS supports traditionally tasks interleaving (various
tasks happening in one place are combined to maximize
productivity), a warehouse worker can do several tasks
on the road e.g. to prepare goods for the next pick in a
single route [33]. The research of [37] has nicely
demonstrated this logic of inner warehouse operations
task interleaving by travel distance reduction of a forklift
involved into multi-picking tasks (60.7%), single case
picking and inventory replenishment at the same time
(50.3%), put-away + replenishment + full pallets picking
(40.7%). And for people, the labour management module
in WMS can help to optimize warehouse work capacity
and personnel loads [38]. All this will, in turn, improve
the forklift operations performance, and save energy too
by reducing any extra travelling times related to more
traditional routing algorithms.
Another WMS advantage associated with
digitalization is that paperless storing allows online and
on time data exchange between a warehouse worker and
a WMS application saves our environment resources by
minimizing paper waste too [39, 40]. For instance, paper
picking list can be damaged/torn up or become wet/dirty
and so on while ICT (information and communication
technology) devices like RFID tags [41, 42], can prevent
this.
For technology enhancing picking, the most wellknown picking supporting systems used in a warehouse
are light-directed systems such as pick-to-light and putto-light, pick-to-voice, virtual display-directed picking
systems. And considering the paper waste, statistically
speaking approximately 100 kg of land is wasted for
every ton of paper used [43]. Used paper can easily end
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up in the landfill, after maybe one or two usage rounds,
which  is  a  waste,  compared  to  “digital  paper”  used  in  
ICT equipment, with the same end-use purpose.
According to statistics, reading 8 pages document from a
laptop computer generates 2-times   less   CO₂   (13.8   g)  
compared to the same printed document on two-sided
paper print (30.3 g) [43]. Another example comes from
the study about office paper consumption where the
selected higher education institutions used 13 tons of A4
size paper per year which were made by cutting 312
trees,   33,6   tons   of   CO₂   emissions,   around   145MWh   of  
energy consumption, approximately 13,4 tons of solid
wastes and 940 m³ of water used [44]. Moreover, from
the digitalization point of view, even WMS could be sort
of the next level digitalized by offering it as a cloud
service, which should be a bit more sustainable way of
using the system, than one which is installed as a
standalone solution in a site [45].
With the help of WMS, it is possible to set and
monitor key performance indicators (KPIs) of warehouse
activities measurements such as work performance,
warehouse productivity, order fulfilment, inventory
management data, workforce data and etc., which then
can be used on various levels of a company to measure
not only warehouse financial performance, but also the
sustainable performance metrics too [17]. Sustainability
and circularity dashboards can visualise warehouse KPIs,
like in the study [46], where Sustainable Warehouse
Management prototype is provided with a separate
section of Environmental Indicators visualization to
indicate how many trees would be needed to be planted
to   compensate   CO₂   emission   generated   by   warehousing  
operations.
2.2 Practical case example of Finnish
automated and digital warehouses
As examples, authors present here practically witnessed
cases about sustainable highly efficient warehouse
concepts with additions of public information released
from the cases. Especially, some examples from high
technology equipped warehouses, which should be
excellent examples for others to demonstrate technologybased options for warehouse decarbonisation.
2.3 Automated warehouse case Hakkila
Warehousing performance can be boosted with the help
of automation. For example, in the case study report for
the 3PL [14] authors consider the WMS integrations and
deployment of the Automated Storage Retrieval System
(AS/RS thereafter) having 400 000 storage places and
operated by 46 shuttle robots in 20 000 m2 warehouse
[47], its operation bottleneck scenarios and possible
ways of increasing efficiency. Most of the warehousing
related activities are done by the AS/RS (only goods
receiving, inspecting and their recording to the system
are done by humans), also picking is done in 2
automated picking stations where the AS/RS sends all
needed products, moving of all products inside the
warehouse is done in totes on conveyor belts, packing in
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5 stations is also done by human. The system is so
automated, that warehouse personnel do not need to
travel inside the warehouse for manual order picking as
all items, which are stored into the large-scale automated
warehouse unit, are conveyer transferred conveniently
directly for the workers. AS/RS sends already picked
orders altogether to packing stations where people wait
for the picked deliveries to be packet on outgoing
shipment containers/packets/ballets etc., whatever is
needed by the shipment. The advantages Hub Logistics
offers to its customers with such automated and
digitalized warehouse are process quality with high
accuracy and security levels equal to almost 100%,
operation speed and operational reliability with constant
performance measurement and reporting. Hakkila
automated warehouse needs only 3 hours to complete a
customer order to delivery, has picking speed of 3500
rows per day, while in an average manual warehouse
order completion time would be 12 hours and picking
speed would be 250 rows per day [47]. The definite
advantage of this system is that it can work during the
night-time (requiring no lighting or air conditioning like
humans would need to move inventory totes around)
relocating inventory according to later orders fulfilment
and facilitate work productivity. This particular logistics
operator has been one of the forerunners in Finnish
demand-supply chain synchronisation activities [32] in
past year and now, deploying this novel AS/RS based
service is a clear example of how the travelling time of
people in a warehouse and usage of e.g. vehicles can be
reduced by AS/RS working 24/7, to take a new step on
shortening the cycle times in warehousing, once again
boosting the possibilities to synchronize demand and
supply, which reduces logistics waste. Additionally,
whole warehouses energy consumption related
sustainability was re-enhanced on 9.1.2019 when new
solar panel solutions was booted up with 560 panels. The
solar panel system provides around 125 MWh per year
for the warehouse, which is 10-20% from the
warehouses yearly consumption, depending on Finnish
weather conditions per year and how close to the
maximum capacity the warehouse will be on any given
time.
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30 minutes before the actual one, unlike all general cargo
go 50 minutes before what saves time [50]. Shorter the
perishable goods are "inside" the supply chain, more
sustainable it will be, because less and less energy is
needed to keep the salmon cold. In temperaturecontrolled areas, the perishable cargo and seafood are
kept with the temperatures between 6° and 8°C, while
the pharmaceutical area temperature is 20°C with the
storage temperature between 2° and 8°C for frozen
goods [50]. Finnair Cool Terminal carried daily 700 tons
of cargo [54]. This cargo terminal is built according to
the Building Research Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method (BREEAM) environmental
standards with green cargo design where there are 1,200
solar panels installed on the roof providing the building
with 10% of its energy needs. At the same time, the
highly automated storage area for 580 ULD (Unit Load
Device) is used to [54] and AS/RS saves energy, as it
does not require lots of lighting to perform its tasks [55]
[56].
Then with the help of the automated guided system,
each forklift is sent to its nearest location task reducing
driving time and saving driving energy [56]. Finnair
Cool hub is a fine example of an automated paperless
digital future warehouse improving air freight efficiency
[51].

3 Discussion and managerial
applications
This paper sheds the light on the issues of 3PLs using
WMSs and automation in conducting warehouse
activities. With this paper, authors intend to show how
3PLs using WMS is not just a tool to bring efficiency to
warehouse processes, but it also adds value to
decarbonization of warehouse operations. As the paper
shows, new technologies do not often bring only cost,
time and resources savings, but sustainability gains too.
Mentioned case examples introduce sustainable
warehousing practices which lead to better business
performance like faster order picking speed, shorter
personnel travelling time in a warehouse, higher
warehouse productiveness and operations efficiency.
With new technologies, a 3PL can do more warehousing
using fewer resources and less space. Moreover, there
are certain benefits yielded for 3PLs following such an
approach. In case if a 3PL operator promotes own more
sustainable operations, it has a certain competitive
advantage along others on market, because such
activities can attract new clients into this sustainable
aware 3PLs direction. Using renewable energy (e.g.
installing solar panels, improving insulation and
supporting windmills) can open up new reliable access to
in-house energy sources, and also reduce energy supply
shortage and price volatilities. This, in turn, gives the
3PL possibility to be more independent from market
energy prices and most likely gives them advantages
against new governmental sustainable policies and raised
waste taxes.
Given the fact how little these WMS have been
studied in sustainability context and on other hand how

2.4 Finnair Cargo Cool Terminal
Finnair Cargo Cool Terminal in Helsinki Airport opened
in 2018 and it is in fact acknowledged to be one of 7
most modern air cargo terminals in the world [48]. This
is a 31,000 m² air cargo terminal which accumulates the
latest robotics technologies and intelligent warehouse
automation [49]. The advanced terminal, equipped with
state-of-the-art temperature-controlled storage spaces
and technologies with separate dedicated storage areas
for seafood, pharma medicines and other cargo [50, 51].
The cold storage Finnair Cool Cargo Terminal works in
the principle like cold storage centres do pallet-in and
pallet-out operation to guarantee the accurate and timely
supply of perishable items [52]. Totally it takes just 36
hours for a Norwegian salmon to be in Japan [53]. Also,
the fact that perishable items are sent to departure only
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unlikely focus area logistics centres seem to be for
university RDI collaboration work with the Universities,
authors would like to suggest following. Based on
previous highly productive collaboration activities
within university – company cross section with
hackathon like approaches [57, 58] using these to
challenge WMS function development for sustainability
direction seems a great possibility for both the WMS
developers and for the 3PL operators and their customers
too. Especially when considering some of the academic
findings, related on sustainability enhancing hackathons
[59].

could WMS and 3PLs help companies to manage their
assets on stocks in whole fleet level and make it less
resource wasting, as currently assets are not handled too
efficiently in fleet level [65].
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